Services

The OIS offers many services to help ensure the privacy and proper handling of university information assets. The following are provided in support of the university’s academic mission and the strategic vision of each campus.

Security Posture Assessment

Assessment services include vulnerability scanning, web application, and general assessments for existing or proposed IT services.

Compliance Support

Assists with interpreting requirements, identifying security options to meet requirements, and performing gap assessments.

Security Consulting and Review

Includes review of technical designs/architectures for security risks and guidance on available security options and best practices.

Awareness and Training

Provides training content and tools to departments across the CU system.

Security Monitoring / Response

Monitor and respond to threats and attacks that place CU at risk.

Investigation Support
Aids departments in collecting and reviewing information during their internal investigations.
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Technology Solutions

OIS manages licenses and vendor relationships for some broadly used security technologies at CU.
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Policy and Governance

OIS is responsible for managing the CU data governance process, multiple system-wide policies, and CU security standards.
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